
Oil Based, is a professional grade clay made with organic materials. Some of these clays are made with a sulfur base. At Sculpture: Equine Anatomy we 
strongly recommend finding yourself a clay that is sulfur free.


 

Q&A


1) Can my oil based clay be baked, dried or hardened? 

No, this clay is made specifically so it dose not dry or harden, making it reusable as long as it is kept clean. 


2) What happens if I microwave my clay? 

This is not recommended! Do not use the microwave to heat or harden clays!


3) How do I store my sculpture while I’m working on it?

Keep your clay covered with a clean cloth or plastic. This will keep dust and debris out of your clay for reuse. 


4) What if I want to keep my sculpture and make it hard? We suggest using SuperSculpy if you plan to keep your sculpture at this early stage. 
See page 3 for more about SuperSculpy 
 


5) What are the benefits to using an oil based clay? This clay has many benefits, its workability is a big plus. Great detail can be achieved 
with this clay, making it desirable for the study of anatomy. It can be stored in hot and cold temperatures >90°. Its ability to be recycled is 
both economical and environmentally friendly.  

6) My clay is really hard why is that? New or clay that has been resting on a cold surface, will become hard. To soften your clay take small 
chunks and work it in your hand. You may also use a heating plate or crockpot on low to keep your clay at a consistent temperature while 
you work. Always be present and attentive while heating your clay using an electrical appliance. It is possible for the clay to catch 
fire if heated too much or left unattended! Do not reuse the appliance for cooking purposes later.  

7) I can’t work my clay, its too big and hard. Brake up your new clay into small workable pieces. You can do this by using a ceramicist cutting 
wire.  

8) How do I care for my clay? Store your clay in a cloth or plastic bag to keep it free from dust or debris.   

9) What if I didn’t plan to keep my sculpture but change my mind once I’m done? You can store your sculpture or have a professional make a 
silicone rubber mold over it and cast in your preferred material. The later is a costly process and not recommended for beginners as your 
sculptures will improve with practice and time.
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Oil Based, clay is a professional grade clay made with organic materials. Some of these clays are made with a sulfur base. At Sculpture: Equine Anatomy 
we strongly recommend finding yourself a clay that is sulfur free.


Tips and Tricks   

10)Oil based clays need either an aluminum, foam or wooden armature for support. This clay causes rust on non aluminum metals. At 

Sculpture: Equine Anatomy you will learn to make and use an aluminum armature. 


11)Use a wooden or laminated work surface for your clay. Oil based clays will leave an oil spot on any furniture, fabric or paper, so be sure to 
work on a protected surface or one specific for sculpting.  

12)Take care not to drop or rub your clay into carpet or your clothing, it will not come out! A painters apron or old cloths are are great choice. 
However this clay is easily controlled unlike a water based clay. 

13.To remove residue from your hands, use Dawn soap or something similar to remove the oil leftover from the clay.  

14.Un used clay can be stored in a covered plastic box. This will ensure the oil does not penetrate through to the surface it is sitting on. 


15.Remember to keep your clay clean for reuse!


16.To help make a smooth surface on a finished piece, use rubbing alcohol and brush over fingerprints or small un wanted textures (tip for 
advanced students)
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SuperSculpy clay can be baked or hardened in your conventional oven. 


Read instructions provided on the box before use or baking! 


Tips and Tricks   

1)  What happens if I microwave my clay? 


 This is not recommended! Do not use the microwave to heat or harden clays!


2) My clay is really hard why is that? New or clay that has been resting on a cold surface, will become hard. To soften your clay take small 
chunks and work it in your hand.


3) Keep your clay covered when you are not using it to avoid getting it dirty. 


4) Only work your clay with clean hands. Dirt and debris mixed into your clay will become very frustrating and leave you with a less then 
desirable finish on your hardened piece. 


5) SperSculpy can be pained with acrylic or oil based paints. At Sculpture: Equine Anatomy we recommend using acrylics.


6) Make sure you purchase clay that is very playable! SuperSculpy has a shelf life of a about 2 months before it becomes brittle and hard to 
work with. Don’t purchase more then you need!


7) This clay can not be reused like its counterpart oil based clay. 


8) Always wash your hands after using this clay and do not eat with the residue on your hands. 


9) Best tools for SuperSculpy are wooden tools. They will give you a cleaner look then the metal, however metal tools do have their time and 
place with SuperSculpy. 
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